LANE, SIDEWALK & CROSSWALK RESTRICTIONS
West Way at World Way South (Arrivals)
Monday, January 29 continuous through Saturday, February 17, 2024

ACTIVITY
To facilitate civil construction for the Automated People Mover project, 24/7 lane and crosswalk restrictions will be in place at West Way and World Way South (Arrivals Level) beginning Monday, January 29 continuous through Saturday, February 17.

CLOSED:
• Left-most lane of World Way South between Parking Structure 4 and West Way (and sidewalk)
• West Way between Center Way and World Way South (PS-5 entrance maintained)
• Crosswalk from Rental Car & Shared Ride Curb to Parking Structure 4
• Portion of center median between Columns 4J and 5A

MAINTAINED:
• Southbound West Way to Parking Structure 5 and Center Way (Airport Exit)
• All other crosswalks will remain open and accessible
• Pedestrians routed to Terminal side to detour around closed sidewalks on Parking Structure side
• Vendor parking maintained; flaggers to assist with vendor vehicles exiting via Center Way
• No impacts to Ground Transportation operations

Work includes the installation of a traffic signal and long crosswalk at West Way and World Way South, and the removal of the two adjacent traffic signals and long crosswalks to the east and west. A new Construction Impact Notification will be issued when these traffic signals are activated and deactivated, respectively.
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